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WHAT IS PHOTOVOICE?
Photovoice methodology was developed in 1995 by

Caroline Wang and her colleagues as a means for

women living in rural villages in China to

communicate important health messages to policy

makers.

 

This methodology can be used to help

participants better understand collective leadership,

how it affects their communities and to identify

strategies for community change. Most of all, this

project gives participants a voice in issues where

they are not often heard. 

PHOTOVOICE PROCESS
This activity gives participants non-traditional

education and offers an opportunity to have their

stories and opinions heard. By putting cameras in

the hands of creative participants, Photovoice offers

an opportunity to record and reflect upon the

participant's community's strengths and concerns

regarding a specific topic area. 

 

Each participant must commit to all meetings. It is

important to determine a day and time ahead of the

project's start. Every meeting is approximately two

hours long and consists of education, reflections and

sharing of each other's work. 
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MATERIALS

NEEDED
cameras for each participant

 

sim cards & chargers for each camera

 

camera bags (optional)

 

computer/laptop

 

screen to display photographs

 

paper for reflections

 

writing utensils

2. REFLECTION

Participants will select the

photography and quotes that best

responds to the questions and will be

used for display .  

3. SELECTION

Participants will be asked to respond

to given questions through their

photography .  Participants then share ,

reflect and discuss their photos with

the group at each meeting .

1. CAMERAS

PROCESS
OVERVIEW

Participants receive their digital

cameras and will be asked a series of

questions .

4. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Upon finishing the project ,  the

photography will be utilized through

various platforms to be appreciated by

the community .



PROCESS

8-10

5

PARTICIPANTS
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WEEKS

3-5
BEST  PHOTOS

Each project should have 8-10 participants .
The selection process for participants may

vary based off of the facilitating partner 's
needs . 

 
Once a week , over the course of 5 weeks ,
participants will meet for approximately 2
hours . Each week , participants are given a

broad based question and are expected to go
into the community to answer that question

with their photography . 
 

Upon their return each week , participants
should bring 3-5 of their best photos and will

then reflect upon their photographs .
Reflections should be recorded and

transcribed . This will later be used to choose
quotes that will be coupled with the

photographs .

2
HOURS
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A quick , fast paced option for conducting Photovoice , is
implementing a project in the classroom .

 
Best practices have included :

PHOTOVOICE IN THE CLASSROOM

42 minute class period

2 Session Per Week for 5 Weeks

Up to 25 students - about 3 students per group

First session , introduce project and camera overview
(could include a viewing of our 30 minute
documentary) : https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RhHidNnstQc&t=3s

Each session following includes photography 
submissions , reflection and debriefing .



Questions should

remain very simple

and general. There

are no right or

wrong answers.

FRAMING
QUESTIONS
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Example: 
To what extent

are drugs a
problem in your

community?

A PICTURE
SAYS A
THOUSAND
WORDS.

Participants should be
challenged to share their
reflection on their peer's
photographs as well. This

highlights that each
participant brings their

unique perspective.
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PROJECT
RULES

Invasion of Privacy
Taking someone's photo without permission is a violation of privacy

Some people may not want their photo taken, and the participant

must respect this

The participant is not required to receive written consent when

taking a picture of a group of people where individual faces are not

recognizable or if the photographer is taking a photo of something

and a person just happens to walk into the shot

Representing Community & Members
Taking a photo of someone doing something risky or incriminating

would go against the values and goals of photovoice

It is important for the participant to consider if the subject in their

photo would agree with the photo being taken and the text written

to accompany the photo

A camera gives the photographer a lot of power to create a message

that is visually loaded with meaning, the photographer's values and

message. It is important to represent the image and the subjects

within the image in an accurate way



Photographs can go from being

personal pieces of art to devices used

to inform and educate the

community.

SOCIAL
MARKETING
STRATEGY
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website stock photography

social marketing campaigns billboards

public awareness displays



INVITATION
TO JOIN 
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This consent form acknowledges your participation in

______________________'s photovoie project . The activities will be

administered through _____________________________________ by

facilitator ________________________________________________, The

purpose of this project is to increase knowledge of

________________________________. The information gathered throughout

this group will be used to display a creative voice for the community ’s

youth and to spread education in an innovative way .

 

If you so choose to participate in this group , you must commit to attending

all ______ reflection meetings . Your photography may be used in display to

the public .

__________________________________________________________ will own

the rights to the photographs collected as a result of this project . 

 

Although the groups will be audio recorded , your responses will remain

anonymous and no names will be mentioned in reports of the information .

There will be no directly identifiable photographs and there will be no

simulation of drug use/other incriminating behavior .

 

Your privacy will be protected to the maximum extent allowable by law ;

we are required by law to report to authorities suspected instances of

abuse of children or the elderly . We are also required to report to

authorities if we suspect you might harm yourself or another person .

 

You must commit to being present at all Photovoice meetings to

participate . Should you have any questions or concerns during any time of

this project you may contact _________________________.

SAMPLE 



PHOTO
RELEASE

FORM
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Return Release to :

 ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

 

I give to

_______________________________________________________________ 

and its partners and assigns , unlimited permission to copyright and use

photographs that may include me in presentations , as long as they do not

identify me by name . I hereby waive any right that I (and Minor) may have

to inspect or approve the copy and/or finished product that may be used

in connection therewith or the use to which it may be applied .

 

Name of Person participating (PRINT) _______________________

Age (if under 18) ______

Street , Address , city , state , zip code :

_______________________________________________________

Signature _______________________________________________

Date __________________

 

Consent of parent or legal guardian if above individual is a minor

I consent and agree , individually and as a parent or legal guardian of the

minor named above , to the foregoing terms and provisions . I hereby

warrant that I am of full age and have every right to contract for the minor

in the above regard . I state further that I have read the above information

release and that I am fully familiar with the contents .

 

Signature _________________________Relationship____________________

Contact Information : _______________________________________________

SAMPLE 
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PLEASE RETURN THIS SHEET!
The facilitators have my permission to focus observations on my
interactions with other participants during the photovoice process.
 
 
 
The facilitators have my permission to access the photos, photo
reflections and other documents i develop as part of the reporting
process.
 
 
 
The facilitators have my permission to use audiotape recording
equipment for group and individual conversations during the
photovoice process.
 
 
 
The facilitators have my permission to use audio & photographs
that may include me in presentations, as long as they do not
identify me by name or through other identifiable information
without my consent.

Your signature indicates your voluntary agreement to participate in this
evaluation.
 
Participants name (PRINT) _________________________________________________
 
EMAIL/PHONE____________________________________________________________
 
 
____________________________________________________________
Participants signature                                   Date
 
 
____________________________________________________________
Parent/guardian signature                            Date

YES _______ NO _______

YES _______ NO _______

YES _______ NO _______

YES _______ NO _______
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PHOTOGRAPHY CONSENT FORM

Photovoice is a community art project that uses photography to

describe the strengths, weaknesses, and overall health of a community.

___________________________________________’s Photovoice Project

focuses on the topic of _______________________ to raise awareness

and promote discussions surrounding this topic.

I _________________________________ understand that photos of me

and/or my likeness may be used in a public setting and displayed

indefinitely. I give permission to the photographer,

_____________________________________________________ to use my

likeness for research, display, and promotional purposes surrounding

the _________________________ Photovoice Project.

 

 

 

Signature:

______________________________________________________________

 

Printed Name:

______________________________________________________________

 

Date:

______________________________________________________________

 

 

 

SAMPLE 



RULE  OF  THIRDS

PERSPECTIVE

LINES  & SHAPES
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PHOTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES
The rule of thirds is the simplest rule of composition. All

you do is take your frame and overlay a grid of nine

equal sections; splitting the vertical space into three

parts and the horizontal space into three parts.

Generally you want to place important elements where

the grid intersects. The intersection points are where the

eye tends to go first, so it's useful to place your subject

on one of those points. Photographs focused on the

center are not as effective. 

Photographing your subject straight-on is sometimes

the right choice, but you can create visual impact by

moving the camera left, right, above, and below. When

you're beneath the subject it often makes them/it

appear more powerful to the viewer. On the other hand,

when you're above the subject it makes them/it appear

more miniature. Additionally, left and right positioning

isn't as direct and can often make a photograph feel

more honest and candid.

The viewer's eye doesn't magically end up looking at

one of the intersections in the rule of thirds grid, it's just

more natural. That said, if you have a reason to draw the

eye elsewhere you can accomplish that pretty easily by

choosing where you place shapes and lines in your

photograph. A shape doesn't mean a literal shape, but

in the sense that a building could serve as a rectangle.

Roads often make nice lines in landscapes. When you're

composing your photograph, consider the shapes and

lines and where they draw your eye. If they're taking you

out of the photograph or away from the primary subject,

you'll probably want to consider a different composition.

Let the roads lead where you want the eye to go.

Perspective can even make a road straight ahead

appear like a triangle. Make sure your shapes and lines

are taking the viewer where you want them to go.

http://lifehacker.com/5814174/basics-of-photography-composition-and-technique



REFLECTION

Brief description of photo:

I want to share this photo because:

What is important for people to understand about this photo?

What does this photo tell others about me or my community?

Name:

Picture #

Framing Question:
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REFLECTION
Clarifying Questions for Individual Sharing

Can you tell me more about this?

Why is this important?

What does this look like?

Who is involved?

Is this something youth rally around?

What do others in your community think about this?

Why are you proud of this?

Is this something important in other communities as well?
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Understanding Root Causes

Understanding Outcomes and Consequences

Why does this happen?

What supports this happening?

What can get in the way of this happening?

How did this come about?

Why do others in your community think like this?

How has this impacted youth in your community?

How would your community be different without it?

Why is this important?

How important is it for communities to have something like this?

How could communities be different?



“I realized that in our

community, it can happen to

legit anyone. It can happen to

a perfect family, anyone, and it

can ruin anyone’s family. A

house like this can just hide it

better.”

“Something can be done. Find

people that can help you get

through the struggles and

complications so you aren’t alone.

They can maybe help and support.

Maybe you can make stuff that

people can talk about and make

communities make a pact to not

use drugs.”

“It’s look like a teenager

handing it to her friend. They

are sharing a medication,

which is so common, and

people don’t take the time to

read the directions.”



“Sometimes when people find

their passion, they can help fill

the void that they have inside

them. Rather than using drugs,

they can get involved with

their passion.”

“Dirty Sprite. Mix it with codeine,

make it lean.”

“Even a child can see how

drugs are affecting your

community. He is looking

away. The eyes are the window

to your soul and it looks like he

is scared of the world.”



“It’s weird because like so many kids are

doing drugs at a younger age, and they

don’t even realize like life gets really hard.

So they’re like doing drugs before they

even realize how hard life can be. It may

not be for everyone, but sometimes when

they find out that life is hard, they’ll

probably wanna test drugs and ease the

pain, so they can like leave reality and go

somewhere else. They should teach kids

from an early age coping skills, without

drugs.”

“Rise above the rest, stand

tall and bloom no matter

what’s going on around you.”

“You don’t even see the

person. You just see the pills

and the aftermath.”



“I like to go on walks to help me clear my

head. Being out in nature can put

everything into perspective. Going for

walks are really helpful and getting active

and moving instead of just sitting down

and thinking. It’s hard for me to utilize it if

I’m already in the heat of the moment, but

if I can wait a second and go before it gets

too bad walks are really helpful. You don’t

have to go through recovery alone but

keep control of who you are, and you’re

the only one that can help yourself.”

“This photo is symbolizing the

relationship between the drink and

person. No matter what the person does

they cannot break free from the drink

because of their addiction. Just like when

you get put in jail you can’t break free

from handcuffs.”

“I took a picture of a chain with the word

‘addiction’ on it. The chain symbolizes the

effect addiction has on people. One person

may use but many people are connected to it

and suffering from what that person is doing.

This picture can also be compared to a chain

you can’t break when using drugs. Using

drugs turns into a habit and it’s hard to break

a habit, just like it is hard to break a chain

without tools.”



“This could be the daughter of an

addict and she is depressed and

doesn’t have the motivation to do

the school work. This could be the

only place where she feels safe

enough to close her eyes for a little

while.”

“Perspective is something I have

been working on. The fallen petals

are the past and you can move on

and still be a flower.”

“With addiction it can be caused by a

deep rooted problem in their

childhood. They don’t start using drugs

or alcohol because they want to

become addicted. Sometimes, they are

just petrified to feel those deep rooted

feelings again.”



“That one person is crouching on the

floor and there are a bunch of people

surrounding them, but no one is

watching. No one even seems like

they see her.”

”Should you take the path everyone

else thinks you should or should you

take your own? So really you just

have to trust yourself.”

"Addiction is a disease of the soul. A

tree without its leaves."



“This photo shows isolation. What it

might be like to not be able to cross

a barrier or get into another portion

of your recovery because of

roadblocks. You’re being held in or

trapped.”

“Don’t knock down the people who

are struggling with addiction.

People are dying. There are people

missing at the family dinner table.

Addiction doesn’t just affect the

person, it affects their families too.”

“The idea of a door open in general

means opportunity. But, there’s also a

door that’s closed in this picture.

Closing another door might mean

another door may open for you.”



“I think it exemplifies what other

people see of you. People are usually

judged by the way they look, but

maybe the inside of the building is

not so bad even though it is broken

on the outside.”

“You can hide in it your hand you

don’t have to open up for help, but it

is right there right on the ledge. This

might be what their family wants

people to see – that they have a

perfect life and a perfect family so

they try to cover it up. They don’t ask

because they don’t want people to

see that it isn’t perfect, that there are

flaws.”

“Sometimes drugs can like rip apart

your life and damage your purpose–

friends start to leave and the people

you love most start to fade and before

you know it you’re addicted and it

changes everything including the

person that you said you’d never be.”



F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N :
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